New fuse box

We are getting quotes for having a new kitchen fitted. One of the guys days we must get a new
fuse box in order to get any new electrical sockets or fitting of new appliances certified. He says
ours does not meet 'new regulations as it must be metal'. It is only 9 years old as was installed
when the house was built. Is this correct? We have had minor electrical work done over the
years and got certificates so I don't understand why we need to make such a drastic and
expensive change to a fully functional piece of equipment. Is this all right? No, you do not need
a new consumer unit. Typical of some trades trying to scare the customer into having a new
one. He can't force you to have one, there are a lot of alternatives available if they are doing
electrical work in the kitchen. New installations must comply with the current BS 17th edition.
Which states from Janurary all distribution Boards have to be metal enclosed. Earlier
installations only have to comply with their earlier regulation requirement and do not have to
comply with this, as long as each circuit has mcb and rcd protection on one or both sides if it is
a split load board. All sockets must be RCD protected anyway. Might be a case your distribution
board doesn't have enough space if so you would need an additional sub distribution board
metal but if it does and has RCD protection then no it does not need to be changed. Just get the
electrician to check the torque tightness on each connection point inside the distribution board.
All connections inside a distribution board need to be torque tightened using a certified torque
screwdriver. Manufacturer will state how tight. Very important this as the reason for moving to
metal boards was fires from loose connections. Metal contains the flame and tightness prevents
loose connection and fire. They could also just fit an RCD in a metal enclosure next to
distribution board to protect board but under fault condition all the circuits in board would be
isolated. Elmbridge Electrical. South West Sparks Limited. As above us as electricians hear this
more and more as long as the circuits comply with the latest regs and there is a spare way in
your existing consumer unit there is no requirement to change the consumer unit to metal. If the
consumer unit does require Changing it must be made of a non combustible material eg metal
or enclosed within an approved fire rated cabinet, I hope that helps. Again echoing the
consensus from above. If the board was to be replaced it would need to be metal. If the existing
board is ok and meets regulation then there is no need to change it. There should be a note on
the certificate to show this. Our old shower is a Mira 8. We're looking for a new Is it possible for
a fuse box to be 'illegal'? I have been told my fuse box is illegal as it is an old one. Is this
possible? Ask a tradesman. Liked 7. Like 6. Liked 6. Like 3. Like 1. Related Questions How do I
check the fuse rating for an electric shower and if a new electric shower is a suitable
replacement? New Boiler - can I have a new boiler fitted if there is a a small gas leak? Ask a new
question. Find out how much a new consumer unit costs by checking out our average prices
table depending on how many circuits you have in your home. If the property wiring is being
upgraded and a new consumer unit is part of that work, then as well as changing the fuse box,
the complete electrical installation also has to be tested to ensure everything is operating
correctly and, depending on the number of electrical circuits and points, this testing can
actually take longer than fitting the new unit. Any quote for changing the fuse box should
include the labour and materials. The cost sometimes depends on the amp rating. The average
price for supply and installation are set out below:. There are various different types of
consumer units, which are explained below, along with the associated costs. A fully-loaded
consumer unit comes equipped with a full set of miniature circuit breakers MCBs plus two
RCDs which help to create around 10 to 15 usable ways. However, despite its
cost-effectiveness, a fully-loaded consumer unit does not provide accurate circuit separation,
so is therefore not used very often. A split load consumer unit features a main switch and a
residual-current device RCD. A garage consumer unit is a much more compact consumer unit,
which is typically used for exterior buildings such as garages, sheds and extensions which
require a separate fuse box. In smaller spaces, a full unit is not necessary, so many opt for a
garage consumer unit which has between 2 and 5 ways units. For instance, the first RCD may
be used to power all the electrical installations upstairs, while the other controls everything
downstairs. Having two different sets is beneficial, especially if the power is tripped on one
circuit, homeowners can still rely on the other circuit. A high integrity consumer unit consists of
three neutral bars which essentially offers three sets of circuits. They are powered by RCBOs
and two MCBs which provides complete circuit separation and protection for both standard and
critical circuits. This is beneficial as it means any electrical faults on the fridge, for example, will
not affect your lighting. A domestic switch fuse is a small consumer unit which typically only
has one circuit that connects with system extensions or the sub-mains to create a secondary
main switch. When calculating the cost of your consumer unit installation, you may also want to
consider the following costs:. The process of installing a new consumer unit will involve an
initial inspection of all electrical installations in your home, which could take around 2 to 4
hours. The tradesmen will then report their findings back to you and offer you a quote for the

new consumer unit along with any other jobs that may be required, such as bonding or
earthing. They will then schedule a date and time to replace and fit the fuse box, and once this
is complete they will perform further tests to check everything is working as it should, and if so,
they will issue you with a building control notification certificate. The actual fitting should take
around half a day to complete but may take up to a day if any faults are identified with testing. If
you do not have RCD protection, then you should consider upgrading your fuse box for your
own safety. You will also need to upgrade your fuse box if it does not meet the current UK
wiring regulations which state that your consumer unit must protect against electrical
overloading which can cause fires and electric shocks. The cost of an upgrade will depend on
your existing fuse box and the type of consumer unit you need. Any problems with this will
mean the work being postponed until they are fixed and safe. Fault finding on the electrical
system should also be carried out before the new unit is installed, that way the electrician will
find out if any extra work may be needed. A fuse box and consumer unit are basically the same;
it is just that fuse box is now seen as a more outdated version of the consumer unit. They both
control the electricity that runs through your home while also monitoring the performance of
electrical appliances. The only real difference between the two is that older fuse boxes contain
fuses with a wire inside which can melt in the event of an electrical overload. While a circuit
breaker in more modern consumer units can switch off the unit automatically when an
overloaded is detected and can then be reset on with no damage when the power returns. When
having your fuse box replaced, you should avoid doing it yourself, as the job itself is
complicated, and while you may think it could save you money it can actually be extremely
dangerous, so you are best leaving it to the professionals. Aside from the dangerous aspect of
a DIY consumer unit installation, there are other restrictions that can prevent you from
conducting the task yourself. This includes the regulations which require a qualified electrician
to perform an Electrical Condition Installation Report before making any electrical changes like
relocating your electric meter. By doing this, the electrician can determine the condition of the
fuse box as well as any other electrical issues in your home, which you may not have noticed.
After the complicated installation process, a Part P notification will also need to be obtained,
and this is not possible if you change the fuse box yourself, as a certified electrician who is
registered under the competent person scheme must do it for you. There are three different
types of consumer unit â€” populated, part-populated and unpopulated, which all have various
functions. The below table breaks down the function of each consumer unit along with the
costs. For larger properties or commercial spaces, a large distribution board will be required to
accommodate more electrical appliances. There are two main types of commercial distribution
board â€” single-phase neutral SPN and three-phase neutral TPN which usually have an amp
rating between to To help you decide which consumer unit is right for your business, here is a
breakdown of the different types of commercial consumer units and their cost. A single-phase
neutral board usually has two wires which control the flow of electricity. This is normally used
for commercial premises with mostly lighting and heating. The problem with this type of
commercial consumer unit is that the power can be inconsistent as the power reaches its peak
at the same time through both wires. A three-phase neutral board controls electricity through
alternating currents with the same frequency and voltage. This allows constant power to be
delivered evenly and effectively, and at a much higher level than SPN boards. If you are
renovating your home, then you may need to move your consumer unit, especially if you plan to
turn your electric cupboard into a bathroom or store cupboard. You may also want to move it,
so you have better access to it, rather than having to go outside to the garage or the basement.
Moving a consumer unit will involve the help of a certified electrician who will first inspect and
test the condition of your fuse box to establish whether it is working properly. If it is, they will
proceed by removing your fuse box from the wall. To do this, they will take the lid off the top of
the consumer unit to allow them to disconnect the circuit breakers. After this is complete, the
wires can then be unhooked, and the consumer unit can be taken off the wall. They will then
move the unit to the desired area, making sure that it is between mm and mm above the floor
level to prevent damp damage. Post your job in minutes and get quotes from local and reliable
trades. It's FREE. No obligations. Before a new fuse box can be fitted, an Electrical Installation
Condition Report must be conducted to confirm whether it is safe and can function correctly,
although there is no compelling reason to change it if there is nothing wrong. Of course, should
the fuse box fail the inspection and testing, it needs to be changed immediately. An RCD is now
compulsory for all new electrical work, but they can be very sensitive and trip whenever an
appliance or light switch is used. This is fairly common and is normally solved by separating
the circuits into at least an upstairs ring and a downstairs ring, though this will obviously
involve extra wiring and cost. Using an experienced and competent electrician is crucial as they
will be able to predict exactly how much extra work is involved. The Part "P" Regulations are

very strict, and certificates for both the electrical installation and for compliance with the Part
"P" Regulations must be issued after completion. This offers protection to you as a landlord
while also ensuring your property is safe for your tenants, while also avoiding fines and
invalidated insurance. You should try to have as many electrical checks as possible to avoid fire
hazards or electrical shock incidents. Before moving your consumer unit, you will need to get in
touch with your electric supplier to inform them of the above, and they can then switch off your
electricity temporarily. Therefore, you will need to make sure that the work is completed by an
electrician who is registered with a governing body. After the installation, they should provide
you with an electrical safety certificate which will confirm that the work is compliant with
building regulations. If you have a blown fuse, you should try to have it replaced immediately by
a qualified electrician. In contrast to fuse boxes, modern consumer units are supplied with
circuit breakers rather than fuses. While these are less inclined to break, an older consumer unit
may require a replacement of one or more of their circuit breakers. To ensure your electrical
supply is working properly, you should book in a maintenance check every 5 to 10 years to
ensure there are no faults. Although, some companies do offer annual electric checks which
may be beneficial. If you need a separate electricity supply in your garage, shed or new
extension, then you will need to have a subpanel installed. This is a smaller electric panel that
supplies electricity to specific areas in and around your home. This ensures that the electric
supply reaches this area to power things like heating and lighting. However, it can actually save
you more money in the long run, as it means you do not have to run any wires underground, so
there will be less expensive when you end up changing your main electrical panel. If you have a
consumer unit with no residual-current device, then this will definitely need replacing for the
protection of the property and yourself. You will also need an upgrade if your consumer unit
has a wooden back, as this will mean it is outdated. Other than outdated elements, it is actually
quite hard to determine when your consumer units need to be upgraded, so it is important that
you get regular checks every five to ten years to ensure your electric system is up to date and
safe. While fuse boxes and consumer units can last up to 30 to 40 years , electrical faults can
still occur, and regulations do change, so it is best to get them checked often. In some cases,
you may not need an upgrade, as repairs may suffice and will be less costly. So you should try
to avoid replacing your old consumer unit until it has been tested by a qualified professional
who will then decide if it simply needs a repair or a full replacement. If you need a new
consumer unit or fuse box, then you will need to have the existing one removed. This will
involve removing the lid off the electrical system followed by the removal of the circuit breakers
or fuses, followed by disconnecting the wires. The wires will then need to be straightened out to
remove them and feed them through the entry holes. After removing the wires, your electrician
may re-organise the wiring in preparation for the new consumer unit. If there is any rubber
wiring, this will need to be removed as it is no longer compliant with electrical regulations. Try
to avoid hiring anyone without public liability insurance, especially with an electrical
installation, as this can be detrimental to both you and the tradesman. Need to find out the
average day rate of a tradesman? Check out our tradesmen day rates article. Consumer Unit
Replacement Cost Last updated 20th May Find out how much a new consumer unit costs by
checking out our average prices table depending on how many circuits you have in your home.
Ready to get a price for your job? Get Prices. Number of Circuits Avg. Amp Rating Avg.
Description Avg. Consumer unit prices Types of consumer unit and the costs Additional costs
Labour costs and time frames Upgrading your consumer unit What does replacing a fuse box
entail? Difference between a fuse box and consumer unit DIY fuse box installation Populated,
part-populated and unpopulated Commercial consumer units Cost to move a consumer unit
Rules and regulations Do I need to notify anyone about moving my unit? Maintenance and
repair costs Does my unit need an upgrade? Consumer Unit Description Avg. This saves time
and money during the installation process as no extra parts are needed. Ready to get a quote
from local tradesmen? Get a Quote. What is an RCD? A fixed RCD provides the highest level of
protection as it protects all the wiring and the sockets and any connected appliances on a
circuit. How to isolate a consumer unit? Before a consumer unit can be replaced, it needs to
isolated. When isolating a consumer unit , you need to flip the trip switch on your circuit
breaker. To do this, you need to open the unit and flip the appropriate trip switch to off or for a
fuse box you need to remove the fuse to isolate the electricity. Can I have multiple consumer
units? Yes, you can have numerous consumer units, although there will only be one main unit.
Additional consumer units can be placed in external areas such as an extension or garage,
although these units will be much smaller than the main electrical system. Where should a
consumer unit be fitted? A consumer unit must be installed in a dry place that can be accessed
easily during repairs, maintenance and replacement. In the majority of new properties,
consumer units are mounted so that switches are between mm to mm above floor level.

However, you should also consider safety precautions if you have children who are able to
access the consumer unit. What consumer unit do I need? To ensure that your home is
protected fully, you need to make sure that you choose the right consumer unit. You should
also try to choose a consumer unit from an established manufacturer that has a significant
amount of space as this enables easy installation and repairs. You will also need to check how
many circuits the unit can accommodate as well as the amp rating, as the more electrical
appliances you have, the more modules you will need. What consumer unit do I need for my
garage? You can use a separate garage consumer unit which is a smaller unit that can protect
all the electrical appliances in your garage. This can also be used in other buildings such as
extensions or sheds, which are located a distance away from the main consumer unit. Can a
consumer unit be mounted sideways? The position of the consumer unit will depend on the
individual manufacturer, as some can be placed on the side while others cannot. Can a
consumer unit go in the bathroom? No, you should avoid installing a consumer unit near a wet
room such as a bathroom as this is classed as a special location which is unsafe for a
consumer unit. Ready to get a quote? Related Jobs. The Cost to Rewire an Entire House. The
Cost of Moving an Electric Meter. The Cost to Install a Stairlift. All Categories. Tradesman Rates.
This website uses cookies. Read more by clicking here. Accept and close. This is an RCBO
consumer unit which is supplied without any circuit protection, as this allows for configuration
freedom. It is located under the hood in the engine bay, typically somewhere easy to get to that
is less likely to be damaged in a collision. However, it is common for there to be an additional
interior fuse panel inside the cab of the vehicle. This panel is commonly used for interior
electronics related to driver safety and comfort. The fuse box does not normally fail unless the
car has physical damage or electrical problems. These issues will need to be resolved before
you install a new box, or else the new box is likely to fail as well. Step 1: Disconnect the battery
cable. Disconnect the negative terminal connected to the battery. This way no electricity will be
running through the system during in the installation process. Step 2: Locate and open the fuse
panel. Open the hood and locate the fuse panel. It will have a cover over the fuses and you will
need to remove the cover to access the panel. Step 3: Disconnect fuse box power supply. Once
the lid is off and set aside, find and disconnect the power supply to the fuses. There is a
possibility the power supply is routed through the bottom. In that case, skip to step 4 to remove
the fuse box housing to access the wires, and then come back to step 3 before proceeding. It is
most likely a single or set of red wires with a terminal connected with a bolt, similar to the
battery. Unbolt the connections and set aside. Remove any retaining bolts holding the fuse box
in place. They will be around the perimeter and may be different lengths, so pay attention to
where each bolt is located while removing it. Step 5: Remove and label the wiring harnesses.
Once you have removed the housing, you will see that there are more wires connected to the
fuse box routed to the miscellaneous systems and sensors they protect. Start to remove them
one by one. It is highly recommended that you properly label them using the fuse diagram as
you disassemble the panel. This eases confusion and can save you from having to
unnecessarily replace parts that will become damaged by crossed wires. Step 6: Confirm
replacement and transfer fuses. The replacement fuse box must be rated and designed for your
vehicle. Compare both parts and confirm that your replacement is an exact match. Once you
have confirmed this, installation with labeled wires should be simple. If you do not have new
fuses and relays for the panel, use the fuses from the old box. Make sure you are putting them
in the exact location they are rated for. Step 7: Reconnect the system wires. With the fuses
installed, you can start to reattach the various wires to all the systems the fuses protect. If you
labeled the wires as you disconnected them, compare the label to the diagram and put the wires
back in their assigned position. Crossing these wires can cause permanent damage to the
systems they are attached to. Different systems and different fuses are rated for different
amperages. After reconnecting, confirm that the wires are securely attached. Step 8: Mount the
new fuse box. Use the retaining screws to mount the new box in the same position as the old
fuse box. These need to be hand tightened. Step 9: Reattach the power supply. Reassembly of
the fuse box is complete when it is supplied it with power. Reattach the power supply you set
aside in step 3. If there is anything wrong with the terminals for the fuse box power supply, you
may need to replace the wire, or splice in a new connection. Reattach the lid to fuse box. Make
sure that the connection is secure and will not unscrew or disconnect from engine vibration.
Step Test the vehicle and accessories. Turn on the vehicle and test the fuel pump relay and a
few fuses. Continue to test radio function, windows, air conditioning, heater, and other
accessories in the vehicle that are connected to the new fuse panel. If one or more functions
was working before the replacement, but is not functioning after, check those fuses one by one.
Look for the correct amperage rating, unbroken filaments, and proper installation of the fuse
itself. Fuses play a large role in keeping the electronic systems in your vehicle safe. Fuses are a

cheap and easy way to keep from replacing more expensive parts of the vehicle. Relays found
in the fuse panel also protect the driver by keeping the large power supplies away from the
drive switches. The main unit that houses these fuses can be damaged by impacts, water,
weather, and a wide variety of variables. Replacing them can be done quickly and cost
effectively. If you need assistance with the replacement of your fuse box , a certified technician,
such as one from YourMechanic, can replace it for you at your home or office. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Car Fuse Box Replacement. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Car
Fuse Box Replacement Cost. Service Location. Part 1 of 1: Removal of the fuse box Materials
Needed Owner's manual Socket set and wrench Screwdriver set Pen and tape for labeling wires
optional but recommended Step 1: Disconnect the battery cable. Note : Set the negative cable
aside where it will not make contact with metallic objects around it. You may need this for
reference at some point. Note : You may want to tape and label them for your convenience
during reinstallation. Note : Always keep bolts in a safe location while working. Use a magnetic
tray, plastic bag, or a container to keep the bolts together until you need them again. Note :
Check the status of your fuses before deciding to reuse them. Look for a broken filament inside
the viewing window on the fuse. If this is discolored or broken, the fuse is bad and you will need
to buy a replacement. Start with any in the hardest to reach positions and reconnect the easiest
ones last. Overtightening them may damage the screw housing. Always use these steps to
check the status and condition of your equipment. Step Connect the battery terminal. Reattach
your negative battery terminal. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
Recent Car Fuse Box Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Dellano 18 years
of experience. Great experience! Arrives on time, friendly and competed repairs quickly. I would
def recommend and will contact Dellano for future repairs. Dellano was very helpful in getting
my car started and provided me with some guidance which was appreciated. Damian 11 years of
experience. Excellent work, quick and quick to provide answers to questions. Alexander 6 years
of experience. Ford Fusion - Car is not starting - Hilliard, Ohio. Solved the problem in the first 5
minutes. He knew what he was doing. And went out of his way to help me, even following me to
the auto store to replace my battery. I didn't have to do anything! Christopher 10 years of
experience. Chris finally got my car up and running after 2 failed attempts. Need Help With Your
Car? Related articles. In In most modern vehicles there are usually two fuse boxes. There are so
many things in a car that Read more. The power center is a vast improvement over the random
locations of fuses and relays in vehicles that Like Like other electronic systems on your vehicle,
your headlights have a fuse that ensures operation, but also protects against voltage
fluctuations. Related questions Door locks and unlocks, lights came on by themselves Hello
there. Random electrical faults such as this are usually pretty rare. With this many faults and
systems affected, it points to only a few possible causes. The most likely would be a body
control module, wiring short, or a If your vehicle will not shift out of first gear, the problem is
not the fuses. The problem could be a shift solenoid, but more than likely, My heater and
airconditioner quit blowing out air. Although the blower motor might not be running because a
fuse blew, the problem is fuses usually blow due to an electrical malfunction in the circuit such
as a short. Fuses are simply "protection devices" and when they blow it Browse other content.
Schedule your Car Fuse Box Replacement today! Car Fuse Box Replacement Price. How can we
help? Read FAQ. Fuse boxes, like most things to do with old houses, vary from house to house.
As a result, there are a few different answers to the question of the time taken to install a new
fuse box. The simplest changeover for a standard old school fuse box to a modern, safer option
takes approximately 4 hours. If you have a house older than 25 years, then generally you may
need to have your mains power upgraded to comply with increased power requirements. This
means upgrading the size of the cable to your fusebox and will take approximately 8 hours.
Then there are the left-field scenarios. In the olden days, fuseboxes could be pretty much
anywhere on the property, which made it tricky for the poor meter reader. These days, there are
a raft of legal requirements about where a switchbox must be located. If your box is being
upgraded and the location does not comply with legal requirements, then the box needs to be
relocated to be less than 2 metres from the ground and within 2 metres of the front of the house
to be readily accessible for meter readers. This takes a few more hours to do. In these
situations, we will have a yarn with you first to give you an estimate of the time it will take.
Replacing a fuse box is not as simple as unplugging the old and plugging in a new one. This
means that the cost to replace your fuse box will vary depending on what needs to be done.

Because we understand that people need to know up front what the costs are, we will provide
you with a detailed quote before we start. The basics of fuses or circuit breakers are the same
â€” they detect a problem and then open the circuit to stop the current. The difference is the
time it takes, what faults trigger their operation and what they protect. Fuses and circuit
breakers have undergone rapid technological changes, with recent models significantly safer
and working more quickly than earlier versions. These are the sort where you run fuse wire
around some screws usually in the dark while holding a torch before plugging them back into
your fuse box. They provide short-circuit and overload protection, and provide limited
protection to your property and no protection from electric shocks. The next development in
fuses was a replacement plug in plugin MCB circuit breaker that plugged into the old porcelain
fuse base. These were a step forward from juggling fuse wire in the dark, but still circuit but still
only had the same protection as fuses. Home handymen used to swap them around with the
wrong ratings and overload the cabling which was potentially very dangerous. Generally, you
had one safety switch linked to a number of circuit breakers. The main drawback of this was
that when they were tripped, they would take out supply to an entire house. These protect single
circuits from shorts, overloads and electric shocks. This means any problem is confined to that
one
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circuit and will not take out the circuits for the rest of your house. So, in summary, if your
house has ceramic or plug in fuses, then you really need your fusebox upgraded to the current
standards. When should you replace a fuse box or switchboard? Switchboards need to be
replaced or upgraded if they are: Unsafe, Not coping with the demands you are placing on them
and overheat or frequently trip fuses, or Not able to be extended to cover the demands of new
appliances such as air conditioners or pool pumps. How long does it take to replace a fuse
box? How much does it cost to replace a fuse box with circuit breakers? Should you replace
your circuit breakers? Plugin Circuit Breaker The next development in fuses was a replacement
plug in plugin MCB circuit breaker that plugged into the old porcelain fuse base. Need your fuse
box upgraded? Call us! Contact Now! Recent Posts Scheduled electrical maintenance for your
business Why run ceiling fans with air conditioners? Pin It on Pinterest.

